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Generally girls make all the efforts to make their hairs beautiful. These days, the trend of extensions
has so much increased that it make everyone so much excited that they really wants to use. Appling
these clips are very easy to use. If you want to use these extension clips, follow these simple steps
to have amazing look.

I.	The very first thing you need is proper extension clips. You can also have the simple clip in
extensions as they exactly match your skin and also have rubber on the clip tips which helps the
clips to stay for long.

II.	Secondly, you are required to judge the texture of your hairs whether wavy or straight and color of
your hairs and then select an extension as per the quality and look of your hairs. Remember that if
your hairs are thin then a packet of five extensions are enough for your hairs. You can make a bulky
top with these extensions.

III.	Now take a horizontal section of your hairs and make it neat and clean.

IV.	Take a clip on one side and open the clip. Now hold it tightly and combined your hairs easily with
clip hair extensions.

V.	Now tightly stretch the clip and make sure that it doesnâ€™t look loose and clip from the other side.

VI.	Now repeat the procedure and make sections all over your head and use these extension strips
accordingly.

VII.	 Always remember that if you have baby fine hairs, then you should use hair spray.

Clip in hair extensions are the best way to give an enough length to your hairs without spending
your precious time in parlors. You can use these clips occasionally for some parties and special
occasions and can also use these clips in daily routine to give length to your hairs. You can also do
experiments in blending the extensions with your original hairs so that they look good natural and
real.                                                                                                                                        

Hair extensions are in trend from red carpet in Hollywood to all film stars as these clips give
attractive and desired look to you when you want long hairs. But to have the gorgeous look no one
wants to waste their money and time in parlors. So, in these cases temporary hair extensions are
the best option for the girls but make sure to use in such a way that it doesnâ€™t look messy and
unmanaged. It should look perfect, stylish and purely real.
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While using these a hair extensions, you should be more careful as you cannot treat them like
natural hairs.
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